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Introduction
Hood Hunter is a reality site that features the finest ebony streetwalkers and your own homeboy tour
guide taking you on a hunt through the neighborhood for the best black babes, the juiciest booties and
the sexiest ethnic honeys. Don't be late, don't wander off... just roll with yo' new crew and let 'em show
you all the best chocolate divas that you can do!

Adult Review
This ain't some Hollywood mainstream studio faking a gritty street site and hoping you won't notice all the fakery. This is the
Hood Hunter, a real ghetto brother on the prowl and all the sweet soul sistas that he lures back to his crib so they can get their
freak on in front of the cameras for your entertainment.
  
  The homeboyz at Hood Hunter manage to put together some fine looking shoots with all the best gear and plenty of
attention to detail but what sets this site apart from the mainstream is the grit and glory that can only come straight from the
street. These are Hos who been out to the track and understand the rules of the game.
  
  Hard bodied thugz with plenty of pimphand, hood hunting with their crews as they tap the ass of some of the phattest Hos
for hard earned cash money. Getting some escort or bangin' your black female friend ain't gonna prepare you for the first time
you get out in the urban jungle as part of the Hood Hunter pussy posse!
  
  The content can all be downloaded to your drives for later use and it is material you wont find anywhere else on the web or
in your local video bodega. Take the tour and see what's in store for your cock when you sign it up to join the hunt!

Porn Summary
Like a rap video after-party out on the street in el barrio, this site puts the Bling back in all Black smut. Get yo' drink on and
spend yo' time with the homeboyz from the Hood Hunter website!
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